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Highlights

Ceramic Art Japan:
Making, Finding, Collecting, Inspiring
Study Day
Saturday 9 June 2012 10am – 4pm
£30 includes light lunch (£25 concession)

Welcome

Japanese Style : Sustaining Design is a season of exhibitions that
gives visitors to Ruthin Craft Centre the opportunity to experience
some of the world’s most interesting work from Japan. Japanese
Style : Sustaining Design shows how artists and design
communities can make a valuable contribution to sustainable
development by focusing on the relationship between the
traditional and the innovative. It demonstrates how the strength of
the human spirit can play a key role in sustainable development,
and the important part that effective design can play in sustaining
the environment.
Exhibitions

Using the Hale collection as a starting point, the first
part of this study day aims to place the making of
pots in the Tohoku region within the history of
Japanese ceramics.
The kilns of Tohoku were little known outside the
region when the Hales were researching the potteries
for their book published in 1974 in Japanese.
Examining the aesthetic and historical context of the
kilns represented here will lead to the second part of
the day where we will explore issues surrounding
contemporary work in Japan and internationally.
Speakers include: David Hale, The Hale Collection;
Louise Cort, Curator for Ceramics, Freer Gallery of Art
and Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian Institution;
Professor Yasuhiro Taniguchi, Kokugakuin University,
Tokyo and Alex McErlain, former Lecturer at
Manchester Metropolitan University. The day will be
directed by Jane Wilkinson, independent curator and
former Curator of the East Asian Collections at the
National Museums of Scotland.

Gallery 1: Reiko Sudo
Gallery 2: Kagure / Takahiro Kondo / Shinsuke Iwami
Gallery 3: The Hale Collection of Tohoku Ceramics

Architecture
Studio 2: Kazuya Morita
Studio 3: Tono Mirai
Studio 5: Studio Archi Farm
Residency Studio: Nurturing the Spirit
Osamu Ishiyama Laboratory, Waseda University, Tokyo; Smout Allen, Bartlett School of Architecture; the
Design Unit of the Welsh School of Architecture

Residencies

Pop-up Shop
Japanese makers resident in the UK show their work
in the Retail Gallery.
> find out more

Studio 3: Tono Mirai
Masterclasses by Shinsuke Iwami
with David and Margaret Frith at Brookhouse Pottery

Retail Gallery / Pop-Up Shop
Japanese Makers resident in the UK – Ceramics, Textiles, Contemporary Craft and Design. Handmade
Washi Paper from Mino, Gifu Province features in both the exhibitions and shop.

Park Road, Ruthin,
Denbighshire, Wales, UK
LL15 1BB
01824 704 774
www.ruthincraftcentre.org.uk
Opening Times
Open daily from 10.00am – 5.30pm.
FREE admission.
FREE on-site parking.
See the Private View
Visit our Flickr site
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A fully illustrated, colour publication accompanies this
exhibition

£18.00

Gallery 1: Reiko Sudo
Nuno textiles was founded in 1984 and since 1987 Reiko Sudo, as Artistic Director, has steered Nuno
to a position of pre-eminence in Japan and internationally. This exhibition shows how Nuno designs
respond to the human form and how Nuno works with textile producers to create designs that reflect
the importance of cloth for protecting and adorning the body as well as creating social well being.
The textiles are shown within an environment specially created for the exhibition, which includes an
element created from Washi paper made by the young paper maker Satoshi Hasegawa. Made from
sustainable sources and donated to the exhibition by the Mino City Government, Gifu Province, the
paper is integrated with Nuno fabric.
With sustainability at the heart of Nuno’s production values Nuno uses traditional techniques and
recycled materials, re-interpreted with cutting edge technology for contemporary life. Reiko Sudo and her
design team create some of the most innovative cloth being designed and produced in the world today.

ZokuZoku
A beautifully illustrated 64 page book consisting of 36
of Reiko Sudo's elegant fabric designs with detailed
descriptions. The book accompanies the Reiko Sudo
exhibition in Gallery 1 and was specially
commissioned for the show.
ZokuZoku is available at a special discount price of
£15.00 during the exhibition period.
All books are available from the Retail Gallery Ruthin
Craft Centre or by mail-order. Postage and packaging
costs will apply. Please call or email for details.
To order, contact us:
+44 (0)1824 704774
or email: thegallery@rccentre.org.uk

Park Road, Ruthin,
Denbighshire, Wales, UK
LL15 1BB
01824 704 774
www.ruthincraftcentre.org.uk
Opening Times
Open daily from 10.00am – 5.30pm.
FREE admission.
FREE on-site parking.
See the Private View
Visit our Flickr site
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Gallery 3: Study Day

Ceramic Art Japan:
Making, Finding, Collecting, Inspiring
Study Day
Saturday 9 June 2012 10am – 4pm
£30 includes light lunch (£25 concession)

Gallery 3: The Hale Collection of Tohoku Ceramics
This unique collection of traditional ceramics from the Tohoku region was painstakingly
collected by David and Anne Hale whilst David was Professor of English at Tohoku
University from 1966–72 and shows some 58 pieces from the 220 objects altogether in
The Hale Collection.
Renowned in Japan, it has never been exhibited as a collection in the UK before. The
ceramics from the 18th, 19th and 20th century are from a number of kilns in the Sendai
region including the Haryu kiln in Miyagi, completely destroyed in the 2011 earthquake.

   

Using the Hale collection as a starting point, the first
part of this study day aims to place the making of
pots in the Tohoku region within the history of
Japanese ceramics.
The kilns of Tohoku were little known outside the
region when the Hales were researching the potteries
for their book published in 1974 in Japanese.
Examining the aesthetic and historical context of the
kilns represented here will lead to the second part of
the day where we will explore issues surrounding
contemporary work in Japan and internationally.
Speakers include: David Hale, The Hale Collection;
Louise Cort, Curator for Ceramics, Freer Gallery of Art
and Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian Institution;
Professor Yasuhiro Taniguchi, Kokugakuin University,
Tokyo and Alex McErlain, former Lecturer at
Manchester Metropolitan University. The day will be
directed by Jane Wilkinson, independent curator and

former Curator of the East Asian Collections at the
National Museums of Scotland.

Booking
Talks, Events & Workshops
To book your place call

01824 704774

A fully illustrated, colour publication accompanies this
exhibition

£18.00
The Hale Collection of Tohoku Ceramics
46 coloured plates illustrated beautifully over 64
pages, The Hale Collection of Tohoku Ceramics
accompanies the exhibition in Gallery 3. The book
contains stunning images of the ceramic pieces
featured in the exhibition, detailed descriptions and a
selection of black and white historical shots.
The Hale Collection of Tohoku Ceramics is available at
a special discount price of £15.00 during the
exhibition period.
All books are available from the Retail Gallery Ruthin
Craft Centre or by mail-order. Postage and packaging
costs will apply. Please call or email for details.
To order, contact us:
+44 (0)1824 704774
or email: thegallery@rccentre.org.uk
colour photography James Austin. black and white photography David Hale

Park Road, Ruthin,
Denbighshire, Wales, UK
LL15 1BB
01824 704 774
www.ruthincraftcentre.org.uk
Opening Times
Open daily from 10.00am – 5.30pm.
FREE admission.
FREE on-site parking.

See the Private View
Visit our Flickr site
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Gallery 2: Ceramics Residency

Shinsuke Iwami
Ceramics Residency
and Master Classes:
Brookhouse Pottery
2 April – 30 April

Gallery 2: Kagure

ENDED

Kagure, Urban Research is a Japanese ethical design initiative that specialises in working with crafts
people whose practice has a strong commitment to sustainable development, and whose work reflects
the traditions of the medium in which they work. They aim to lead a ‘local, sustainable life style, and a
connection with the earth, even in the city’.
The exhibition follows the design philosophy of their Tokyo gallery by using recycled industrial timber to
display indigo dyed textiles by Tomoko Suzuki; metal work by Yasuto Suzuki of Omoto; ceramics by
Yasutake Konno, Chie Kodaka, Eiji Matsumura and Morito Tatsuruhama; Iron and wood craft by Starnet
and Takeshi Unno; wooden objects by Kei Kashiwagi; bamboo objects by Saya Okihara, Kazuho
Shimomoto and Yoshiko Endo and baskets by Shoichi Nishiyama.
www.kagure.jp/eng/

David and Margaret Frith are internationally renowned
potters with excellent relationships with the ceramics
community in the UK and Japan. For Japanese Style
: Sustaining Design they have invited the renowned
potter Shinsuke Iwami from Mashiko to undertake a
residency and masterclasses at their well-furnished
ceramics studio at Brookhouse Pottery on the
outskirts of Denbigh giving an unique opportunity for
Ruthin Craft Centre to extend the reach of the
exhibition. Contact Brookhouse Pottery for details:
01745 812 805.

Booking

Gallery 2: Takahiro Kondo
Gallery 2 will also show INOCHI NO UTSUWA, works from a Tohoku project initiated by Takahiro Kondo.
Takahiro Kondo has strong ties to the region, partly through his wife, whose family is from Sendai, and
he has been giving summer workshops in ceramics in Tohoku for some 10 years.
In the aftermath of the earthquake and tsunami, Takahiro Kondo visited the area to see what he, as an
artist, might do to help. Working with a group of local people, he and his assistant Takagi coordinated
everyone's efforts to produce some 1200 pieces of functional ceramics in the space of about a month.
Participating in the process of making the ceramics has been as important as the works produced, and
has hopefully helped everyone involved focus on renewal and hope in the aftermath of the disaster. A
small portion of the works produced are now being exhibited and sold, with the proceeds going to two
local non-profit organizations:
Mizumori no sato (Shichikashuku) – an environmental education organization based in Miyagi Prefecture
whose activities directly support locally affected areas and communities.
Tokyo Jiyu Daigaku – an educational organization that supports “Inochi no utsuwa” by organising
programs and other activities.
Takahiro Kondo is a well known artist from Kyoto, working primarily with clay. He has exhibited widely in
Japan and internationally, but this is his first exhibition in Wales.

Talks, Events & Workshops
To book your place call

01824 704774

A Postcard Pack accompanies this exhibition

£3.00
Kagure Postcard Pack
The Kagure postcard pack consists of 12 postcards
and a bilingual folding leaflet, printed on recycled
papers and contained inside a Kraft washer fastening
envelope. The postcard pack celebrates the artists of
Kagure, Urban Research and their Japanese ethical
design initiative.
All books are available from the Retail Gallery Ruthin
Craft Centre or by mail-order. Postage and packaging
costs will apply. Please call or email for details.
To order, contact us:
+44 (0)1824 704774
or email: thegallery@rccentre.org.uk

Gallery 2: Shinsuke Iwami
This exhibition introduces Shinsuke Iwami to Wales and the U.K. Born in Tokyo in 1964, Shinsuke Iwami
graduated from Tama Art University in 1989. In 1995 he moved to Mashiko to study under Nakayama
Hiiroshi and in 1998 set up the ceramics studio ‘yukan’.

Park Road, Ruthin,
Denbighshire, Wales, UK
LL15 1BB
01824 704 774

Mashiko is a the pottery village in Tochigi Prefecture, 60 miles north of Tokyo. Mashiko suffered
considerable damage in the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and tsunami, with a number of kilns being
destroyed.

www.ruthincraftcentre.org.uk
Opening Times
Open daily from 10.00am – 5.30pm.
FREE admission.
FREE on-site parking.
See the Private View
Visit our Flickr site
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A fully illustrated news-sheet accompanies this
exhibition

£2.00

Architecture

Japanese architecture has been a source of inspiration for
architects and designers throughout the world.
The exhibition shows the work of a number of architects who, in
both their architectural practice and lives, are committed to
sustainable development.
Studio 2: Kazuya Morita
Kazuya Morita from Kyoto trained as a plasterer after qualifying as an architect and now specialises in
how traditional methods of construction can be adapted for contemporary life. His modernist buildings
use many traditional construction techniques. He has also designed shelters to be used in emergencies
and made by the survivors themselves from basic materials.

[19/03/2018, 15:01:13]

Architecture
A beautifully illustrated A3, 8 page bilingual newssheet compliments the contemporary sustainable
work of Kazuya Morita, Tono Mirai, Studio Archi Farm,
and 'Nurturing the Spirit'. Containing stunning
architectural photography, illustrations and
accompanying text.
All books are available from the Retail Gallery Ruthin
Craft Centre or by mail-order. Postage and packaging
costs will apply. Please call or email for details.
To order, contact us:
+44 (0)1824 704774
or email: thegallery@rccentre.org.uk

Park Road, Ruthin,
Denbighshire, Wales, UK
LL15 1BB
01824 704 774
www.ruthincraftcentre.org.uk
Opening Times
Open daily from 10.00am – 5.30pm.
FREE admission.
FREE on-site parking.
See the Private View
Visit our Flickr site
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Studio 3: Residency

Ruthin Craft Centre is delighted that Tono Mirai will
undertake a residency at the Centre throughout
April. Based in Studio 3, Mirai will construct a shelter
for children using local wood, clay and plaster,
incorporating a design that will not only create a safe
protective haven for children but also encourage their
creativity.
Join us for the unveiling of the shelter followed by a
short presentation by Tono Mirai.

Studio 3: Tono Mirai
Tono Mirai uses natural materials such as clay, earth, wood and straw and has a particular interest in
creating environments for children, recently winning an award from the Japanese Children’s Association
as well as the Traditional House Building Society.
He looks at the devastation caused by the earthquake and tsunami in the Sendai region (his home town)
and uses this experience to inspire designs for houses that can be part of the regeneration of the
Sendai region. Using natural material, particularly earth, because of its easy availability and sustainability
and its ability to be flexible and cope with trauma.

Saturday 28 April 2012
3pm – 4pm
Studio 3, Ruthin Craft Centre
ENDED
The shelter will then remain in Studio 3 for the duration
of the Japanese season and will then be sited nearby
at The Mill Childcare Centre.

A fully illustrated news-sheet accompanies this
exhibition

£2.00
Architecture
A beautifully illustrated A3, 8 page bilingual newssheet compliments the contemporary sustainable
work of Kazuya Morita, Tono Mirai, Studio Archi Farm,
and 'Nurturing the Spirit'. Containing stunning
architectural photography, illustrations and
accompanying text.
All books are available from the Retail Gallery Ruthin
Craft Centre or by mail-order. Postage and packaging
costs will apply. Please call or email for details.
To order, contact us:
+44 (0)1824 704774
or email: thegallery@rccentre.org.uk

Park Road, Ruthin,
Denbighshire, Wales, UK
LL15 1BB
01824 704 774
www.ruthincraftcentre.org.uk
Opening Times
Open daily from 10.00am – 5.30pm.
FREE admission.
FREE on-site parking.
See the Private View
Visit our Flickr site
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A fully illustrated news-sheet accompanies this
exhibition

£2.00
Architecture
A beautifully illustrated A3, 8 page bilingual newssheet compliments the contemporary sustainable
work of Kazuya Morita, Tono Mirai, Studio Archi Farm,
and 'Nurturing the Spirit'. Containing stunning
architectural photography, illustrations and
accompanying text.

Studio 5: Studio Archi Farm
Studio Archi Farm design solar powered buildings, combining this innovative architectural practice with
farming. They grow organic crops, using traditional methods and tools, emphasising the connection
between shelter and the production of food. This work has inspired other farmers in their area to reexamine their own farming practice, and to return to methods of working that are in harmony with
nature.

Photography courtesy of Studio Archi Farm and Yuichi Higurashi

All books are available from the Retail Gallery Ruthin
Craft Centre or by mail-order. Postage and packaging
costs will apply. Please call or email for details.
To order, contact us:
+44 (0)1824 704774
or email: thegallery@rccentre.org.uk

Park Road, Ruthin,
Denbighshire, Wales, UK
LL15 1BB
01824 704 774
www.ruthincraftcentre.org.uk
Opening Times
Open daily from 10.00am – 5.30pm.
FREE admission.
FREE on-site parking.
See the Private View
Visit our Flickr site
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Booking
Talks, Events & Workshops
To book your place call

01824 704774

Park Road, Ruthin,
Denbighshire, Wales, UK
LL15 1BB
01824 704 774
www.ruthincraftcentre.org.uk
Opening Times
Open daily from 10.00am – 5.30pm.
FREE admission.
FREE on-site parking.
See the Private View
Visit our Flickr site

Residency Studio: Nurturing the Spirit
Nurturing the Spirit is a residency that brings together the Osamu Ishiyama Laboratory, Waseda

University, Tokyo; Smout Allen (Mark Smout and Laura Allen) of the Bartlett School of Architecture, UCL,
London; and Matthew Jones and Rhian Thomas of the Design Research Unit of the Welsh School of
Architecture in Cardiff. Jessica Balla has made this film about the residency that is currently being
screened in the Residency Studios.

The collection, arrangement and assembly of all content on this video clip is the exclusive property of Jessica Balla, Ruthin
Craft Centre and the participants, and is protected by international copyright laws. You may not copy, reproduce,
distribute, publish, display, perform, modify, create derivative works, transmit, or in any other way exploit any part of
copyrighted material without prior permission.

The project partners bring to Ruthin Craft Centre the fruits of a combined long distance collaboration to
create an installation in the Residency Studios.

Residency Studio: Osamu Ishiyama Laboratory
The work of Osamu Ishiyama is known worldwide through international projects and exhibitions, most
recently a retrospective at the Weimar School of Architecture and representing Japan at the Venice
Biennale of Architecture.
The Laboratory members working on this project are Taishi Watanabe, Assistant Professor with
postgraduate associates Kengo Sato and Shinya Saotome.

Residency Studio: Smout Allen
Recently shown at the Nevada Museum of Art, the work of Smout Allen – Laura Allen and Mark Smout –
has a strong local connection as Smout, Head of Research at Bartlett, was born and educated in north
Wales. Their main area of research in making objects that relate to their great interest in people living on
the margins of existence.
Take a look below at the fascinating installation Lunar Wood by Smout Allen which can
be viewed in the Residency Studio at Ruthin Craft Centre until 24 June.

The installation, which speculates on intriguing mythical beliefs and traditional attitudes that pervade our
understanding of natural materials, was produced for a Nurturing the Spirit, a residency that brought
together the Osamu Ishiyama Laboratory, Waseda University, Tokyo; Smout Allen and the Design Unit of
the Welsh School of Architecture in Cardiff. It takes the form of a counter-balanced wooden landscape
where equilibrium is disturbed and reset by bursts of air from below and the swinging movement of
weights from above triggering the landscape to move in a rhythmic wave. The surface can be seen and
heard to resonate with the fluctuating and reciprocal push and pull of natural cycles.

Residency Studio: Matthew Jones and Rhian Thomas
Matthew Jones and Rhian Thomas of the Design Research Unit Wales, are involved in a range of design
commissions such as the Brechfa Mountain Bike Centre, Carmarthen, the Environmental Research
Classroom, Blaenau Gwent and the Field Project in Cardiff.

This residency project is funded by the Arts Council of Wales

Copyright © 2012, Ruthin Craft Centre. All rights reserved. Ruthin Craft Centre is part of Denbighshire County Council and is supported by the Arts Council of Wales.
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Accompanying this performance is a book and sound
CD 'Aomori Project'
Performance supported by: The Saison Foundation,
EU Japanfest, Arts Council of Wales, Morishita
Studios, Welsh Government, National Lottery Wales,
Japan Foundation, The Daiwa Anglo-Japanese
Foundation, Wales Arts International, ARTizan,
Chapter, Aomori Contemporary Arts Centre,
Greenwich Dance, Jerwood Space.
Accompanying this performance is a book and sound
CD ‘Aomori Project’ supported by: The Great Britain
Sasakawa Foundation, Wales Arts International,
Chapter, ARTizan, Aomori, Joshibi University of Art
and Design, Tokyo, Wales Literature Exchange and
Ty Newydd Writer’s Centre, Translator’s House Wales.

Aomori Project – Repetition
‘Ao’ – blue or green, ‘mori’ – forest
Aomori – place of blue, green forests
A dance performance
by Sioned Huws and Reina Kimura

  

Saturday 2 June, 7pm
£6 (£4 concession)

Talks, Events & Workshops
To book your place call

Aomori is an area of Japan at the northernmost tip of Honshu Island, with short summers and long
snowy winters. Forests of blue-green, soft linear mountains and seas of a deep navy blue enliven
feelings with colour in autumn. In winter, repetitive silent snowfall arrives, transforming the landscape; the
heartbeat slows down, the body is overwhelmed by a desire to rest, to lay horizontally in this blanket of
white. A desire to be resisted, to move and be moved. The sounds, songs and dances of Tsugaru
personify these landscapes.

Booking

01824 704774

‘Repetition’ is a special dance performance by choreographer Sioned Huws and dancer Reina Kimuru
(Aomori Japan) alongside participants of the project in response to the Aomori landscape.

An introduction to the ‘Aomori Project’
Thursday 31 May, 6.30pm
FREE Please call to reserve a place
Prior to the performance above, Sioned and Reina will introduce the environment of Aomori, a prefecture
of Northern Japan in the Tohoku region using photographs, video, sound recordings and songs of
Tsugaru. The influence of the natural environment, people, community and the traditional performing arts,
on the design of a contemporary dance performance will be framed as a dialogue between Sioned
Huws and Reina Kimura and the audience.

Park Road, Ruthin,
Denbighshire, Wales, UK
LL15 1BB
01824 704 774
www.ruthincraftcentre.org.uk
Opening Times
Open daily from 10.00am – 5.30pm.
FREE admission.
FREE on-site parking.
See the Private View
Visit our Flickr site

Take part in the ‘Aomori Project’
We are looking for participants to take part in the Aomori Project. Participation will include attending the
introductory talk above and participating in a one-day movement workshop on Friday 1 June before
taking part in rehearsals and the evening performance on Saturday 2 June. Please contact the gallery for
further information. No dance experience needed, families welcomed. Children must be accompanied
by an adult.

Copyright © 2012, Ruthin Craft Centre. All rights reserved. Ruthin Craft Centre is part of Denbighshire County Council and is supported by the Arts Council of Wales.
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Illustrated Talk by Michele Walker:
Sashiko Textiles from Sado Island
Friday 22 June, 6.30pm
£4 Please call to reserve a place.
FREE to those attending Sashiko workshop
Sashiko was the customary method for making work clothes throughout Japan until the mid-twentieth
century.

Residency Studio
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Booking
Talks, Events & Workshops
To book your place call

01824 704774

This illustrated presentation focuses on a unique group of women living on Sado Island and the
significance of sashiko in their daily lives both past and present.
Michele Walker undertook a three year practice-led Arts and Humanities Research Council Fellowship in
2003 which resulted in an online publication and exhibition called Japanese Sashiko Textiles.

Park Road, Ruthin,
Denbighshire, Wales, UK
LL15 1BB
01824 704 774
www.ruthincraftcentre.org.uk
Opening Times
Open daily from 10.00am – 5.30pm.
FREE admission.
FREE on-site parking.
See the Private View
Visit our Flickr site

Curators Talk

Talks

Saturday 23 June 2pm
FREE Please call to reserve a place
Join Japanese Style: Sustaining Design curator Michael Nixon of MN Arts Associates in the gallery for an
informative talk about exhibitions and to discuss issues raised by the work.

Question and Answer:
David Hale and Jane Wilkinson
Saturday 31 March, 11am – 11.30am
Gallery 3, Ruthin Craft Centre
FREE – No need to book
ENDED
The Hale Collection of Tōhoku Ceramics was collected by David and Anne Hale whilst David was
Professor of English at Tōhoku University from 1966–72 and shows some 58 pieces from the 220
objects altogether in The Hale Collection. Renowned in Japan, it has never been exhibited as a
collection in the UK before. The ceramics from the 18th, 19th and 20th century are from a number of
kilns in the Sendai region including the Haryu kiln in Miyagi, completely destroyed in the 2011
earthquake.
David Hale and Jane Wilkinson, independent curator and former Curator of the East Asian Collections at
the National Museums of Scotland will be available in the gallery to answer any questions.

Talk and Demonstration:
Shinsuke Iwami
Saturday 21 April, 1.30pm – 4.30pm
Education Room, Ruthin Craft Centre
FREE – Please call to reserve a place
ENDED
Born in Tokyo in 1964, Shinsuke Iwami graduated from Tama Art University in 1989. In 1995 he moved
to Mashiko to study under Nakayama Hiiroshi and in 1998 set up the ceramics studio ‘yukan’. Mashiko
is a the pottery village in Tochigi Prefecture, 60 miles north of Tokyo. Mashiko suffered considerable
damage in the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake and tsunami, with a number of kilns being destroyed.
Shinsuke Iwami will be undertaking a Ceramics Residency and Master Classes at Brookhouse Pottery
from 2 April – 30 April. David and Margaret Frith are internationally renowned potters with excellent
relationships with the ceramics community in the UK and Japan. For Japanese Style : Sustaining Design
they have invited the renowned potter Shinsuke Iwami from Mashiko to undertake a residency and
masterclasses at their well-furnished ceramics studio at Brookhouse Pottery on the outskirts of
Denbigh.
We are grateful to Shinsuke Iwami who will talk and demonstrate his work at this special event.
Contact Brookhouse Pottery for further details of the residency and masterclasses:
01745 812 805
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Booking
Talks, Events & Workshops
To book your place call

01824 704774

Sashiko textiles with Michele Walker
Saturday and Sunday 23 and 24 June
10.30am – 4.30pm
Suitable for all
£120 includes light lunch
ENDED
Michele Walker is an artist curator inspired by sashiko textiles and fieldwork undertaken in Japan. Her
work is included in public collections such as the Victoria and Albert Museum and The Whitworth Art
Gallery Collection.
The word sashiko means small stitches; a technique used for hand sewing layers of cloth together. It
evolved from a need to conserve and repair garments at a time when cloth was a precious commodity.
Michele recognises the similarities between sashiko and British historical quilted textiles.
This two day workshop will provide an insight into the historical and contemporary significance of sashiko
in Japan which will give you the grounding for exploration and experimentation towards creating your own
sashiko inspired textiles.

Park Road, Ruthin,
Denbighshire, Wales, UK
LL15 1BB
01824 704 774
www.ruthincraftcentre.org.uk
Opening Times
Open daily from 10.00am – 5.30pm.
FREE admission.
FREE on-site parking.
See the Private View
Visit our Flickr site

Further information and details of what to bring will be provided on booking.

Shibori for texture with Michelle Griffiths
Saturday and Sunday 14 and 15 April
10.30am – 4.30pm
Suitable for all
£110 includes light lunch
ENDED
Michelle Griffiths’ work draws on both traditional and contemporary shibori (tie-dye) techniques, creating
beautiful patterns and permanent textures on cloth. She is World Shibori Network Representative for
UK/Ireland, and the current Chair of Fibre Art Wales. During this two day workshop you will have the
opportunity to produce a series of experimental samples exploring a variety of ways to heat-set and
manipulate fabric through the use of shibori wrapping, stitching and binding encompassing both
traditional and modern techniques. Samples will be decorated with silk paints as well as oil paint sticks,
highlighting the relief patterns created by the fabric manipulation. All materials and equipment are
provided, further information about what else you might like to bring to supplement this will be provided
on booking.

Papermaking with Gill Wilson
Saturday 28 April
10.30am – 4.30pm

Suitable for all
£65 includes light lunch
ENDED
Gill Wilson works with plant fibre pulps as a raw material for interior artworks. Textures range from richly
fibrous to perfectly smooth and are further developed by tooling, layering and drawing. She has worked
with plant fibre pulps for the last 30 years after an inspirational study tour to Japan.
During this one day workshop you will work with different pulps to make sheets of paper with a variety of
finishes. The workshop will further develop the potential of pulp to create artworks.
Please bring along bits of fabric and any small pieces you would like to incorporate in your pieces eg.
petals, plus any ideas you would like to develop in the workshop eg. drawings.
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Booking
Talks, Events & Workshops
To book your place call

01824 704774

Park Road, Ruthin,
Denbighshire, Wales, UK
LL15 1BB
01824 704 774
www.ruthincraftcentre.org.uk
Opening Times

Print with Mai Thomas
Thursday 7 June
10.30am – 12.30am and 2pm – 4pm
Based on Japanese wood block prints you will ‘carve’ into Styrofoam blocks and print onto textured
papers and tissue to produce your own artworks.
Suitable for children aged 4–11 years. All children must be accompanied by an adult. Please wear
suitable clothes.

Talks

Open daily from 10.00am – 5.30pm.
FREE admission.
FREE on-site parking.
See the Private View
Visit our Flickr site

3D Construction with Mai Thomas
Monday 2 April
10.30am – 12.30am and 2pm – 4pm
ENDED
Using the shelter designs in the architecture exhibitions as your starting point you will design
and make your own models of shelters using a variety of materials.

Shibori (Tie-dye) with Michelle Griffiths
Friday 13 April
10.30am – 12.30am and 2pm – 4pm
ENDED
Inspired by the fantastic textiles by Reiko Sudo and Nuno you will produce your own experimental fabric
samples through the use of Japanese shibori techniques (tie-dye) by wrapping, stitching and binding
polyester fabrics. Samples will be heat set so as a permanent texture is created.
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Book a non-facilitated group visit - FREE
You are welcome to bring a school group to visit the Japanese Style: Sustaining Design exhibitions. A
gallery visit is an opportunity for pupils and teachers to respond to original artworks first hand. Why not
attend the free Teacher Training Workshop below or use the free Education Pack to support your visit.

Book a facilitated group visit - FREE

Park Road, Ruthin,
Denbighshire, Wales, UK
LL15 1BB
01824 704 774
www.ruthincraftcentre.org.uk

A guided exhibition visit by Education staff with short gallery activities will encourage pupils to look more
closely and respond to what they see. Lasts about 1 hour.

Opening Times

Outreach: Shibori Textiles
(One day artist-led workshop in your school – North East Wales only)

See the Private View
Visit our Flickr site

Artist: Michelle Griffiths
Friday 22 June, £150 per day
Adaptable to all ages.
We encourage schools to visit the exhibition before the workshop.

Inspired by the fantastic textiles by Reiko Sudo and Nuno, students will produce their own experimental
samples through the use of Japanese Shibori (tie-dye) techniques by wrapping, stitching and binding
polyester fabrics. Samples will be heat set so as a permanent texture is created.

Artist-led Workshops
Practical artist-led workshops provide the opportunity for students to explore ideas raised, and
techniques used in the exhibitions. Please see below for details of individual workshops.
We regret that the workshops for schools and colleges are now fully booked.

Talks

Open daily from 10.00am – 5.30pm.
FREE admission.
FREE on-site parking.

Workshop: Shelter – 3D Construction Workshop
Artist: Mai Thomas
Friday 27 April, Half Day
£3 per student Adaptable to all ages
FULLY BOOKED
Using the shelter designs in the architecture exhibitions as a starting point students will design and make
their own models of shelters using a variety of materials.

Workshop: Drawings in clay

Artist: Sarah Jane Malone
Monday 21 May, Half Day
£3 per student Adaptable to all ages
FULLY BOOKED
Using various coloured slips pupils will print their own drawings inspired by the Japanese objects in the
gallery onto flat slabs of clay. Looking at the different forms, textures and patterns of the work, each pupil
will make a decorative illustrated tile inspired by an object in the exhibition.

Training and Resources
Teacher Training Workshop – FREE   
Thursday 19 April 2012 4pm – 5.30pm
ENDED
This practical workshop will provide an introduction to the Japanese Style: Sustaining Design exhibitions
and will demonstrate the use of the Education Pack. The workshop is suitable for primary and secondary
teachers and can form part of your professional development.

Education Pack
This pack is designed to support educators in the planning, execution and follow up to a visit to
Japanese Style: Sustaining Design. It is intended as an introduction to the exhibition with a collection of
ideas, workshops and points for discussion. The pack looks at three broad themes from the exhibitions:
Textiles and Paper; Ceramics; Architecture. The activities are suitable for all and can be adapted to your
needs.
Download Education Pack (10.6 MB)
Download Image Library (7.1 MB)
The image library contains images relating to the exhibitions.
The images can be downloaded for educational use only.

Contact us
To book a visit with your school group or for further information contact:
Elen Bonner, Education Officer on 01824 704774
or email elen.bonner@denbighshire.gov.uk www.ruthincraftcentre.org.uk
Ruthin Craft Centre is open daily from 10am – 5.30pm
Admission is free. Free parking for cars and coaches.
Directions can be found at www.ruthincraftcentre.org.uk
All training, visits and workshops (including non-facilitated group visits) are limited in
availability and must be booked in advance.
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Exhibition Catalogues

£18.00

Pop-Up Shop
To complement the Japan season Ruthin Craft Centre has invited Japanese makers resident in the UK
to show their work in the Retail Gallery.

The Hale Collection of Tohoku Ceramics
46 coloured plates illustrated beautifully over 64
pages, The Hale Collection of Tohoku Ceramics
accompanies the exhibition in Gallery 3. The book
contains stunning images of the ceramic pieces
featured in the exhibition, detailed descriptions and a
selection of black and white historical shots.

The shop will also sell handmade Washi Paper paper products from Mino, in Gifu Province.

Akiko Hirai / ceramics
Kei Ito / accessories
Ikuko Iwamoto / ceramics
Hikaru Noguchi / accessories
Nuno / accessories
Keiji Otani / accessories
Koji Shiraya / ceramics
Mariko Sumioka / jewellery
Kaori Tatebayashi / ceramics
Yo Thom / ceramics

£18.00
ZokuZoku
A beautifully illustrated 64 page book consisting of 36
of Reiko Sudo's elegant fabric designs with detailed
descriptions. The book accompanies the Reiko Sudo
exhibition in Gallery 1 and was specially

Retail Gallery

commissioned for the show.

Offering contemporary work for sale from some of the country’s leading makers. Browse and purchase
from a broad selection of jewellery, ceramics, glass, metalwork, textiles, books, stationery and unique
gifts.

£3.00
Kagure Postcard Pack
The Kagure postcard pack consists of 12 postcards
and a bilingual folding leaflet, printed on recycled
papers and contained inside a Kraft washer fastening
envelope. The postcard pack celebrates the artists of
Kagure, Urban Research and their Japanese ethical
design initiative.

£2.00
Architecture
A beautifully illustrated A3, 8 page bilingual newssheet compliments the contemporary sustainable
work of Kazuya Morita, Tono Mirai, Studio Archi Farm,
and 'Nurturing the Spirit'. Containing stunning
architectural photography, illustrations and
accompanying text.
Collectorplan, the Arts Council of Wales’ interest free credit scheme, is available on most purchases in
the gallery.

Both ZokuZoku and The Hale Collection of Tohoku
Ceramics are available at a special discount price of
£15.00 each during the exhibition period.
All books are available from the Retail Gallery Ruthin
Craft Centre or by mail-order. Postage and packaging
costs will apply. Please call or email for details.
To order, contact us:
+44 (0)1824 704774
or email: thegallery@rccentre.org.uk

Park Road, Ruthin,
Denbighshire, Wales, UK
LL15 1BB
01824 704 774
www.ruthincraftcentre.org.uk
Opening Times
Open daily from 10.00am – 5.30pm.
FREE admission.
FREE on-site parking.
See the Private View
Visit our Flickr site
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A large number of people have helped to make the Japanese season at Ruthin Craft Centre possible.
We would like to thank the Anglo Daiwa Foundation, British Council, and Wales Arts International for
enabling the curators MN Arts Associates and Jane Wilkinson and Ruthin Craft Centre Education
Officer, Elen Bonner, to undertake the research on the exhibition that is now called Japanese Style :
Sustaining Design. Thank you to all the people who helped us in Japan on the research visit in October
2010.
During the preparation for the exhibition, the devastating Tohoku earthquake and tsunami struck the
Tohoku region of Japan on 11th March 2011. In the aftermath of the disaster we wondered whether
we should go ahead with the exhibition in spring 2012. Without exception all the participants and funding
partners in Japan said we should continue.
We would like to thank in particular, Bet Davies, Midori Matsui, Elaine Cooper and Ursula Imadegawa
who supported the project from its inception and provided valuable contacts in Japan, including
arranging a visit to Mino City, Gifu Province. This culminated in the sponsorship by Mino City of the paper
that is used in the Reiko Sudo installation, the design of Gallery 2 and in the lanterns by the Hiyoshiya
Company, Kyoto using the paper of Satoshi Hasegawa integrated with Nuno fabric.
Reiko Sudo Exhibition Design by Reiko Sudo and Greg Parsons. Greg Parsons also worked with Ruthin
Craft Centre on the exhibition design of Gallery 2 and 3 and curated the Japanese makers in the UK
exhibition.
David and Anne Hale have been tireless in providing access to their collection and have helped the
curator Jane Wilkinson to create the very first exhibition of this unique personal collection of Tohoku
ceramics.
We would also like to thank Yoko Watanabe for the introductions to many of architects in the exhibition,
becoming our co-ordinator in Japan. Yoko’s tireless patience, and organisational skills, as well as her
impeccable bilingual capacity, has enabled a very complex exhibition to happen with the minimum of
drama.
It would not have been possible to mount the exhibition without the support of the Arts Council of Wales
and the help from their officers, Nathalie Camus, Senior Applied Arts Officer, Sian Tomos, Director North
Wales, and Iolo Williams, Arts Officer. Gwenno Jones, formerly of Waies Arts International was
enthusiastic from the beginning of the project. Vicky Richardson, Director Architecture, Design, Fashion,
British Council, Manami Yuasa, Arts Officer, British Council, Marie Conte Helm, Recently retired Director
of the Anglo Daiwa Foundation also provided help and support, as did Stephen McEnally, Director,
Great Britain Sasakawa Foundation, Junko Takekawa, Senior Arts Officer, Japan Foundation, London.
Ken Okaniwa, Culture Minister, Shuntaro Netsu, First Secretary and Simon Wright, Senior Co-ordinator

Talks

Park Road, Ruthin,
Denbighshire, Wales, UK
LL15 1BB
01824 704 774
www.ruthincraftcentre.org.uk
Opening Times
Open daily from 10.00am – 5.30pm.
FREE admission.
FREE on-site parking.
See the Private View
Visit our Flickr site

for Cultural Affairs, Embassy of Japan, London. The Japan Foundation has provided support for Tono
Mirai for the residency organized through Bro Rhuthun. David and Margaret Frith. Ruta Noreika has
helped with the work of Takahiro Kondo. Nia Roberts has helped us with the project management and
editing, as well as translation. Our airline sponsors ANA have enable us to bring the participants to meet
the public and install the exhibitions. Manorhaus and Wetherspoons have sponsored the
accommodation for the opening weekend, hospitality is provided by Ruthin Town Council and local
businesses and Japan Garden have sponsored wooden screens.
Last but not least all the participants in the exhibition and the events. Without them we would have
nothing. Thank you everyone.
Ruthin Craft Centre
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Visiting Information

Ruthin Craft Centre
The Centre for the Applied Arts
Designed by Sergison Bates architects, Ruthin Craft Centre is a dynamic zinc and cast stone building
with undulating roofs to echo the surrounding Clwydian hills. With three galleries, retail gallery, education
and residency workshops, tourist information gateway and café with courtyard terrace.
Ruthin Craft Centre also has three onsite artist studios.

Ruthin is situated 24 miles from Chester, 22 from
Rhyl, 35 from Liverpool, 63 from Manchester and 92
from Birmingham. The nearest train stations are
Chester and Wrexham.

Cefyn Burgess – Textiles
www.cefynburgess.co.uk
Neil Dalrymple – Ceramic Sculture
www.neildalrymple.com
Mirage Jewellery
www.miragejewellery.co.uk
Park Road, Ruthin,
Denbighshire, Wales, UK
LL15 1BB

01824 704 774
www.ruthincraftcentre.org.uk
Opening Times
Open daily from 10.00am – 5.30pm.
FREE admission.
FREE on-site parking.
See the Private View
Visit our Flickr site

Café R Restaurant
Visit Café R Restaurant with its courtyard terrace for seasonal homemade fayre, morning and afternoon
snacks and a lunch menu. During the Japanese Season in Wales, the cafe will be including a flavour of
Japan in their daily specials menu.
If you’re planning a group visit, why not reserve a table?
To book call 01824 703571
www.cafer-restaurant.com
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